Traits and Characteristics
The position of Capricorn's sign in the horoscope is at its zenith and represents a
human being’s highest aspirations. The aim of Capricorn natives is to always move
ahead and keep climbing, and for this, they use the shoulders of people who are near
them and never miss out on the chance.
Such an attitude makes them disinterested and selfish. Normally, Capricorn natives are
traditional, frugal, and self-disciplined; they attach more importance to respect and
seriousness and never know how to survive with smiles or laughter. They think a lot
before performing any task and are rarely ever ready to take on big risks. With their

diplomatic and reasoning power, they destroy their emotions in a swinging nature.
Their main qualities are intelligence, firmness, hard work, and beauty. Their negative
traits are hopelessness, fear, and selfishness, and the fact that they lack emotion.
Two words describe a Capricorn perfectly: discipline and will-power. They take some
time to decide their missions, but once they do, they never turn back. They are always
careful about listening to what others think, and seldom trust people. Thanks to this
suspecting nature, they do not have many friends, but instead have one or two whom
they trust greatly. Capricorn natives are thirsty for knowledge. They have a great
affinity for history and ancient things. They always remember birthdays and other
important dates and have respect for them. People search for and ask them about
rituals for marriages and other occasions. After marriage, female Capricorns become
more embellished. They always think about the welfare of their mate and children and
think of moving ahead in life. Their area of interest also includes searching pairs for
marriages, and sometimes they may unnecessarily poke their nose into such matters.
Even when their advice is not requested, they go and give it anyway.
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Predictions
In April 2017, a substantial gain in income will be quite evident. You are inclined to
sacrifice your money for the good of others and especially for family members. In May
2017, your taste of fine arts, poetry, and literature will intensify. You will also do well in
your field of interest. In June 2017, you will be popular with everybody. An increase in
family members is also possible. Your will be able to overcome your enemies. A gift or
inheritance may come your way.
In July 2017, you will be extremely happy due to your own caliber and skills. In August
2017, you will be respected and your fame will increase. Family life shall be quite
satisfactory. You will make strenuous efforts to satisfy your aspirations.
In September 2017, you will be successful, but your workload could be tiring. Your
keen observation will pay dividends. The state of your health will be satisfactory. In
October 2017, you will get mixed results during this period. You will find a sudden
stroke of luck and your social circle will widen, however, this is not a good period for

love and romance.
In November 2017, you will be able to cope well with your family members. You will
handle situations intelligently. There should be an increase in your income. In
December 2017, Money could also come from underhand dealings or unscrupulous
means. You will enjoy the company of the opposite sex. An auspicious ceremony could
be celebrated in your family.
In January 2018, you will develop the taste for rich and delicious food and there will be

a get together at home. In February 2018, you will have a positive attitude towards life
and will be over-confident. You will continue to wield power and authority, either in
government or public life. In March 2018, short distance journeys are indicated, which
will bear fruits due to your hard work. You will spend freely on social and charitable
institutions. You may suffer from ill health or there may be sickness in the family. In
April 2018, you will benefit from your friends and associates. Your long cherished
hopes and wishes will materialize and long distance travel may be fruitful.
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